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painted at least ten years ago and with a paper tissue
the paint came away in no time and the
transparency remained clear with no damage. It
looks like it does what it says on the tin (bottle) and
will become a really useful addition to my
modelling armoury.
Glencoe have re-released their 1/48th scale kit of the
Bell X-1B. This is the old Strombecker kit.

EDITORIAL

PlasticPassion is a “cottage industry” company
based in Hungary. They specialise in Golden Age
of aircraft Plastic and their latest releases are a
1/72nd scale model of the Gee Bee QED and a
cockpit interior and vac-formed canopy for the
Airfix DH 88 Comet.

We send you:

Season’s greetings
and all the best for the New Year!
Well, we have reached the milestone of four issues
since I first suggested SBT to Axel and Anders, and
got the go ahead. I trust that you, the member, feel
that it was worthwhile and have enjoyed reading it
and maybe gained some benefit. I have already
started work on the next issue so hope that it will
continue the trend.

These are short run kits and are not orderable from
their website. You will need to visit the website and
use the contact section to obtain a price and
availability. The reply is quite rapid and PayPal in
US $ is the preferred method of payment. My order
was processed very quickly with no problems.
These are short-run kits and once the moulds are
worn out they will not be repeated so you need to
get your order in promptly. The next release is
likely to be a 1/72 nd scale Miles Hawk Major.

Thanks to Jim Schubert and Wayne Moyer for their
articles Axel for his input and the distribution and
my friend Adrian for the front cover picture. Why
not send me a photo of one of your models to go on
the cover page to make a change from my Critical
Mass picture? Also, how about contributing a brief
profile of yourself like the one I did when I kicked
this journal off?

NEW KITS AND DECALS
Revell have issued an excellent little kit of a F4U-1
Corsair which is apparently a new moulding.
Personally I would have preferred a decent kit of an
F4U-4.

The latest release from PlasticPassion is a cockpit
interior kit for the Airfix DH 888 Comet racer kit.

They have also issued a Tamiya type of Kabuki
masking tape. On a 10 metre roll and with a width
of 2 cm, this should be a useful product. The width
will be useful for several applications including
masking larger areas and it is likely to be more
available (at least in Europe) and cheaper than
Tamiya tape.
Paint Remover is also new from Revell. Sold in
100ml bottles this has been well reviewed and will
even remove paint from clear parts without
damaging or marking the component. I tried it on an
old canopy from the spares box that must have been

This conversion consists of resin floor, bulkheads,
side consoles and seats. Also included are a set of
weighted wheels and two vac-formed canopies. One
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of these is plain the other having moulded frame
lines. The A4 instruction sheet contains colour
references for all three aircraft and reasonably good
building instructions, The rear of the sheet has a
three view drawing of the aircraft.

of new techniques and products long before we
aircraft modellers do. When I ran a model
department. I was selling products such as
aftermarket railway decals, and decal softener long
before Microscale aircraft decals and Micro Set &
Sol were available. Liquid glue and model filler
were also being imported from the USA and plastic
card was being used by railway modellers long
before we used it in aircraft modelling.

Whilst designed to fit the Airfix kit I see no reason
why it should not be possible to adapt it to fit the
Frog/Novo offering. This is a limited run item so if
you want one grab it quick.
Their website is http://plasticpassion.weebly.com/

Model and photo by Gabor Szabo

Flexifiles have released Sticky Micro Stix which
are a simple idea similar to the wax pencils I
reviewed recently. Designed for picking up and
handling small parts they come in packs of 16 for
£9.95.

SAM Publications have released their second
volume on the P51 Mustang. This 224 page
softback publication (ISBN978-1-906959-04-3,
£19.99) covers Merlin powered versions.
It is well produced and is very comprehensive with
many pages of text and photographs. It also has
many technical drawings and a set of fold-out plans
in 72 nd, 48th and 32 nd scales. There are five pages in
colour of a walk around of a preserved example, six
pages of colour profiles and six build articles of a
variety of kits in various scales.

Profil24 Models
One that passed me by was a 1/24th scale resin kit of
the Gloster Schneider Racer of 1929. As a company
specialising in model car kits and at a price of
around £200 I am not surprised. I have no details on
the quality of the kit.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES
Golden Pylons, the newsletter of the Society of Air
Race Historians, issue number 1 of volume 111
contains articles on the following plus the a lot
more. An article on a “spoof” pylon racing DH
Hornet by Rodney Williams and articles on Roscoe
Turner and Biplanes at Reno.

There is a listing of kits and listings of aftermarket
accessories and decals. The listings do not include
any of the High Planes P51 kits or any of the decals
from Red Pegasus or Draw Decal. Coverage of civil
owned and racing mustangs runs to just two pages.
However, if you want just one book on Merlin
engined Mustangs I would recommend this
excellent publication.

Don’t laugh. The November issue of Model Rail
magazine has a nine page article on model painting
and an A5 booklet on airbrushing. I am not a
railway modeller but take the magazine as you can
learn a lot from railway modellers and often learn
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AJ Aviation I am sure that many of you used The
Aviation Hobby Shop in West Drayton. I used their
service a lot, both as a visiting shopper when I
always got a good reception and also by using their
mail order service.

BACK ISSUES

I was quite upset when Tony and Jan Eastwood sold
the business earlier this year. They started a part
time business selling books and magazines but
subsequently expanded to sell kits, decals, paint and
other modelling products. For more information see
their website: www.ajaviation.co.uk/

To download the back issues you must log in to the
website (they are for SIG members only). When
you are logged in a sub-menu BACK ISSUES
appears under the ABOUT US menu. Just click on
the issue number & date and Presto!

All the back issues of the Bent Throttles, going
back to the humble beginnings in December 1994,
are now available on our website.

A big thanks to Anders Bruun who provided the
PDF files!

Visitors to the shop can get a 10% discount on most
items on production of their IPMS Membership
Card.

Please remember that these are for your own
personal use only: some of the issues contain
copyright material for which we received
permission to publish it in our magazine (before
internet was commonplace).

Found on YouTube
Dan Chrapczynski has posted the following Reno
2014 photos and video on YouTube. The latter two
videos show dramatic footage from the cockpit
while flying the F1 race course. take a look, you’ll
find it fascinating. To view the clips, either click the
link, or copy it to your browser:

NEXT ISSUE
due end of March 2015
Please send your contributions
before March 15th

Reno 2014 Photos:
http://youtu.be/j8GElxHpIqY
Race 45 Sunday Gold Formula One Race:
http://youtu.be/KHtnnafRiIE
http://youtu.be/A68Gf6UT-i0

Send to John Ellis, 67 Springfield
Avenue, Sandiacre, Nottingham,
NG10 5NA, United Kingdom
jellis@trent83.freeserve.co.uk

If you have (found) any video’s you would like to
share please send them to us so we can share them
through the sBT or website.

WE WELCOME YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
BUT
Please do send them as Word documents
Send any pictures separately
Send pictures as jpeg’s of no more than 600 dpi
Do not embed pictures or drawings in the text
Do not send anything as a pdf file
Thanks
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IPMS SCALE MODELWORLD 2014
As always our SIG was present at the IPMS Scale
Model World (www.smwshow.com) in Telford
which was held the 8th & 9th November 2014.
Bob Lawrence and Andreas Krause (the man
behind XS Models) manned the table again this
year and brought more than enough models to fill
the 12ft table. Gentlemen, you have my thanks.
Some of you visited the stand for a chat, but it
would be nice if more of you brought models to join
our display.
Telford appeared less busy than last couple of
years, this might be the lull after the 50th
anniversary edition.
All photographs courtesy of Aerobatic Team SIG
Leader, Gary Siddall. Gary was able to get these
shots early on Sunday morning without the crowds
of people blocking his views of the stand.
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Mr. Mulligan
Building Dekno’s 1/72 Scale Kit
By Wayne Moyer

Photo 1

This is a resin kit (Photo 1), period! Just 32 parts,
26 in Dekno’s now familiar blue and six clear resin
windows and windscreen. The castings are as good
as any I’ve ever seen, with just a “ragged edge”
along the wing leading edge (Photo 2), some thin
flash in the side windows (Photo 3) and more edges
to be sanded on the fuselage halves. Some care is
needed in cutting the small parts from the pour
blocks, but the “joint” is very thin. I make multiple
cuts AWAY from the part (Photo 4) and was even
able to cut the thin control sticks loose and sand
them smooth without damage. I didn’t try that for
the tiny vertical wing strut braces, though; it was
quicker to make them from 0.5 mm brass wire.
This is the first resin kit I’ve seen with slots and
tabs for the horizontal tail, gear legs, and wheel
pants. The tabs for the legs and pants are cast at the
correct angles for easy alignment too.

Photo 18

Benny Howard’s immortal Mr. Mulligan, DGA
(Dammed Good Airplane) -6, shouldn’t need much
introduction to SIG members; the only airplane (tail
number, not type) to win both the Bendix and
Thompson Trophy, the only multi-seat airplane to
win the Thompson, and the only successful
American racer to be developed into a successful
commercial airplane, the Howard DGA 8, 9, 11,
and -12, which were scaled-up (38 foot span instead
of 31’8”) Mulligans with different engines and
interior arrangements. In spite of the airplane’s
fame, there has been only the ancient Hawk/Testors
kit of Mr. Mulligan, which isn’t too bad but is the
wrong (1/48th) scale for me. The lack of kits isn’t
hard to understand - - there are no alternative
schemes; Mr. Mulligan at the 1935 NAR is it. And
it’s not an eye-catcher; high-wing cabin airplane
that doesn’t look out of place today in an overall
white scheme with no flashy graphics. So when
Dekno began their series of 1/72 nd air racing models
I immediately put in a request for Mr. Mulligan.
Albert indicated some interest so my friend Geoff
Hays and I sent him everything we could lay our
hands on, including the Paul Matt and Cleveland
Model plans and the decal sheet from the Dumas
stick and tissue kit. The result is what you see here;
sometimes you DO get what you wish for.

After cleaning up the parts I checked them against
the Matt plans which I’d reduced to 1/72 scale with
Photoshop to avoid “Xerox stretching” errors. The
wing (Photo 5) looked to be a bit long; calipers and
calculator confirmed it was 0.2 inches (that’s 14
scale inches) too long. That was easily fixed by
sanding the tips to the correct length and shape
(Photo 6). Given the size of the one-piece wing and
resin shrinking variables, I’d recommend checking
your wing before grabbing the emery board and
sandpaper. Everything else (Photo 7) laid right
over the plans. After reading the really excellent
Paul Matt history of Mr. Mulligan (HIGHLY
recommended, Historical Aviation Album Vol. XIV)
I decided to make a change to the cabin. Dekno
includes the rear seat but Benny and Gordon Israel
flew the Bendix with a large fuel tank and oxygen
bottles in place of the seat. A kluged-up multi-tank
(and valve) arrangement and lack of oxygen led to a
forced landing and damage that put Mulligan out of
the 1934 races but Benny had everything right for
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’35. The oxygen bottles would have been removed
for the Thompson race, but it’s doubtful that the big
tank would have been pulled.
Entering the
Thompson was a last-minute change of plans and
the empty tank wouldn’t have weighed much. Even
if the tank were pulled the seat wouldn’t have been
installed; it was probably back in Chicago anyway.
Using the Matt plans as a guide and checking the
fit, I built the tank (Photo 7) from balsa covered
with 0.010” sheet plastic. It’s not perfect, but it fits
(Photo 9) like the plans and few photos show and
you can’t see much of it once the model is closed
up anyway. I believe that Albert will include the
tank in future castings and I’d bet he’d send one on
request. I mixed a mahogany color from Tamiya
Brown and Red (all color references are for Tamiya
paint, by the way) for the cabin sides, used Model
Master “Leather” for the seats, and flat black for the
panel with gloss black on the raised instrument
faces. I glued the rear of the fuselage together with
thick, slower-setting “Super T” CA glue which gave
me time to make sure the sides were aligned
properly. When that set the front was taped
together and a bead of Hot Stuff CA was run along
the fuselage seams (Photo 10). I filled the small
seams with brushed-on coats of thick primer and
sanded them smooth. Before gluing the clear resin
side windows in place with Kristal Klear (Photo 11)
I polished them with 3200 through 12000 grit cloth
and dipped them in Future. When that was dry they
were masked with Bare-Metal foil and the tank,
front seats, and sticks were added (Photo 12). After
tacking the wing in place and making sure it was
square in all directions, I ran a bead of hot stuff
along the joint. My sanding had created a small gap
at the trailing edge which I filled, but more careful
“fit and try” could have minimized that. Be sure to
clean out the slots for the gear legs (Photo 13) and
tail surfaces and check the fit before applying any
glue.

After airbrushing on several coats of white lacquer I
mounted the engine and cowl before applying the
decals. Three of the four ways you can mount the
engine are wrong; one cylinder should be at 12:00
(Photo 16) with the lowest two making an inverted
“V”. A small round air scoop should be on the
outside of each of those. Fitting the delicate
exhaust collector and pipes is a bit fiddly but it
looks good when done. There’s a lot of detail on
the engine that can be picked out but much of it will
be hidden when the cowl is in place. Although I
polished and dipped the clear resin windscreen it
still was a little cloudy so I used it to vacuform a
new one and added the white center cover strip with
a piece of decal. I’m not really happy with my
replacement, either; the kit part did fit much better.
If anyone knows how to make these clear resin
castings really transparent, please share the
technique!
The crisply printed decals are thin and very easy to
apply and the instructions show exactly where they
go. Metallic decals usually are difficult to work
with but the gold registration numbers went on very
easily. I thought the background of the Gulf decals
was too pale and replaced them with decals from
my model cars spares box. After fitting the struts I
used more brass wire (Photo 17) to make the
vertical braces and added the prop. I’ve been
critical of some of Dekno’s props but this one is
exactly right in all respects. My finished model
(Photo 17) really looks like the real thing and
there’s enough detail (Photo 18) to make it very
realistic; can you tell this is a 1/72 scale model?
There aren’t a lot of decals but they’re accurate and
correctly proportioned. I was surprised at how big
Mr. Mulligan was; the Gee Bee wasn’t a really
small airplane, but Mr. Mulligan makes it look that
way (Photo 20). It’s been a long, LONG wait for a
1/72 scale kit of the 1935 Bendix and Thompson
winner but Dekno’s model fills that empty hole in
my collection beautifully. HIGHLY recommended.

I made one other addition to the kit: there are five
tubular braces that run from the back side of the
firewall (or maybe the engine mounts?) to the front
side of the wing spar. These are difficult to see in
many photos and hard to recognize in most plans,
but the old Cleveland plans show them clearly. I
drilled holes in the underside of the wing (Photo 14)
to accept 0.5 mm brass wire, cut pieces to length,
and glued them in place. After adding the gear legs
(Photo 15) and wheel pants (both easy to do with
the slots and angled tabs) I masked the cabin,
sprayed on a coat of primer, and block-sanded that
smooth. Other than the small wing root gaps I
created, no putty was needed anywhere.
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MEMBER’S MODELS
Wayne Moyer has modelled Anson Johnson’s P51.
He has modified the kit by clipping the wings and
modifying the nose in order to depict the revised
lower cowl shape to accommodate a special lowaltitude version of the Merlin from a Mosquito

Photo 19

Wayne also submitted a photograph of both his long
and short winged versions of the Hughes Racer.

Photo 20

WHAT ARE YOU BUILDING?
At the time of writing I am still working on the
Lindberg LTR 14. A complete cockpit interior was
necessary due to the large transparencies which are
very clear. I found a set of Waldron 1/32 nd scale
seat belt buckles that I acquired at an IPMS Region
4 Convention in the USA way back in 1982.
Having read several reviews of this kit I was
expecting build problems but the thing has gone
together beautifully with an absolute minimum of
filler.
When I have finished that the next model is likely
to be a P51 Mustang as I have a stack of kits and
decals to attack
I got the chance to use the Ultimate Models wax
pencil I mentioned in the last issue and found it to
be a big help placing etched parts and small plastic
parts although it did need re-sharpening between
usage.
Please let us know what you are building.
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Q.E.D.

To summarize the Q.E.D.’s career, here is a table of
particulars (DNF = Did Not Finish):

By Jim Schubert

Year:
Race #:
Pilot:

1934
Event:
77
Owner:
L. Gehlbach Result:

Bendix
Cochran
DNF

Lee Gehlbach was forced down when the engine
cowling was drawn forward into the propeller. He
rejoined the race crossing the finish line after the
maximum allowed time had expired and was thus
not classified as a finisher. The 1934 Bendix was
used as a rigorous shakedown flight for Q.E.D.
prior to the MacRobertson race. As a result the
mounting of the engine cowling was changed and
the chord of the fin was increased to improve
directional stability.

The Q.E.D*, although it was the de facto end of the
line of Gee Bee sport, experimental and racing
planes, is not, strictly speaking, a Gee Bee even
though it is commonly considered to be of that ilk.
It was designed and built by Granville, Miller &
DeLackner, Consulting Aeronautical Engineers “G M & D”. The story of how Granville Brothers
Aircraft, “Gee Bee”, became G M & D is long and
complicated involving the business climate of the
Great Depression, bankruptcy, Sheriff’s sale and
shady business dealings. This story is well told in
Skyways Nos. 10 and 78

Year:
Race #:
Pilot:

*”Quod erat demonstrandum”, Latin = “What
was to be demonstrated”. Translated from the
Greek, “ἔδει δεῖξαιἔδει δεῖξαι”, which is
translated as, “What was required to be
proved”; abbreviated ΟΕΔ. Both phrases are
commonly used at the conclusion of a
mathematical or scientific proof.

1934
46
J. Cochran
W Smith

Event:
Owner:
Result:

MacRobertson
Cochran
DNF

Jackie Cochran and Wesley Smith retired with
mechanical problems at their first scheduled stop in
Bucharest, at the limit of the plane’s range.
Year:
Race #:
Pilot:

The G M & D, R6H Q.E.D., was designed and built
for Jackie Cochran and a co-pilot to fly in the 1934
Macpherson Robertson Centenary Air Race,
commonly referred to as the MacRobertson Race
from Mildenhall, Suffolk, about 45 miles NNE of
London, to Melbourne; a total distance of over
10,600 miles.

1935
90
R. Leonard

Event:
Owner:
Result:

Bendix
Cochran
DNF

Royal Leonard retired with mechanical problems.
Year:
Race #:
Pilot:

The Q.E.D. is a big airplane with a wingspan of
34’3” (10.44 M) a length overall of 27’2” (8.29 M)
and a takeoff gross weight of 6,500 pounds (2,948
KG) powered, originally, by a stock Pratt &
Whitney R-1690 Hornet of ~ 625 hp (466 KW); it
carried 400 gallons (1,514 L) of fuel giving a range
of 1,400 miles (2,253 KM) at a cruise speed of ~
230 MPH (370 Km/H). In 1937 the Hornet was
modified to produce ~ 750 hp (559 KW) by
speeding up the supercharger; some sources say the
modifications produced a much larger increase in
power.

1936
77
L.Miles

Event:
Owner:
Result:

Thompson
Cochran
DNF

Lee Miles retired with mechanical problems.
After the Thompson Jackie Cochran sold Q.E.D. to
aircraft broker Charlie Babb who overhauled it and
modified the Hornet for the 1938 Bendix race.
Year:
Race #:
Pilot:

1938
Event:
61
Owner:
G. Armistead Result:

George Armistead
problems.

As a racer the Q.E.D. has the dubious distinction of
having failed to finish every race in which it was
entered. It did, however, set two city-pair records –
Los Angeles to Mexico City and Mexico City to
New York.

retired

Bendix
Babb
DNF
with

mechanical

In 1939 Captain D.A.F. Sarabia, owner of TASCA
Airlines of Mexico, bought the Q.E.D. from Babb
to set city to city records (see note F).
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white on the fuselage in what appears to be a watersoluble paint.
Landing light covers are still
unpainted

NOTES:
A – 1934 Bendix: The registration is NR 14307.
The plane is overall Lucky Strike Green. “77” on
fuselage and registrations, orange outlined black;
“Q.E.D.” and other text on cowling, gold outlined
black. Small lettering below “Q.E.D.” on cowling
reads, “G M & D Springfield Mass.” Leading
edges of wings fin and stabilizer have a light
colored tape (masking tape?) applied to prevent
paint erosion on Ms. Cochran’s new airplane. A
small window to allow use of a drift meter was
located in the belly beneath the rear cockpit with
two flare tubes to the right of the window.

E – 1938 Bendix: The registration is now NX
14307. New colors/markings. Overall white or
light cream with red or green trim and registration –
not outlined; sources disagree. I believe white and
red are correct as Sarabia’s, later, basic livery
follows the same lines as Babb’s. Race number
“61” in black on fuselage with the speed stripe over
it. Babb and P & W and H-S logos on cowling.
“Manufactured by Granville, Miller & DeLackner,
Springfield Airport, Springfield, Mass.” In four
lines of very small black text on rudder below
elevator. The landing light covers have been faired
in and painted over.

B - 1934 MacRobertson: Colors/markings as
above except “77” on fuselage neatly painted out.
Race number “46” in black on a white disc on
fin/rudder. Landing lights were added in the noses
of the wheel pants and the cowling had a new eightstrut forward bracing replacing the original fourstrut affair. The tape was removed from the leading
edges.

F – 1939 City Pair Records: Registration, XBAKM. Captain D.A.F. Sarabia, the owner of
TASCA Airlines of Mexico, bought the Q.E.D.
from Babb and set a Los Angeles - Mexico City
record, taking it home, and later set a Mexico City New York record. He crashed fatally, into the
Potomac River at the start of a Washington D.C. Mexico City record attempt when a forgotten rag
was drawn into the supercharger. The plane was
inaccurately restored by his family and is on public
display in its own museum in Ciudad Lerdo in
Durango state, Mexico. It is overall white with red
trim. All trim, save registrations, outlined black.
Crossed Mexican and American flags on Cowling,
“Conquistador del Cielo” in black above fuselage
stripe0000 plus other markings related to Sarabia’s
record flight. The restored airplane is not a useful
reference for researchers.

C - 1935 Bendix: Colors/markings as B above
except the MacRobertson race number was crudely
painted out with a slightly darker green than was
the original and race number “90” was applied to
the fuselage in white. Landing lights and drift
window were deleted. The landing light holes were
plated over with shaped, bare-aluminum patches.

D – 1936 Thompson: Colors/markings as B.
above; race number 46 and its disk are still over
painted. Race number “77” was roughly applied in
12

A modeler, painter, historian or keen enthusiast
must consult as many references and photos as
possible to properly define this airplane’s physical
configurations, colors and markings at any point in
its varied career as they changed, at least in detail,
often. One must study all references and photos
closely, and with care, as there are many, many
errors in time, event and place citations. The six
photos herewith relate to notes A – F above and are
the best that I have. I have yet to find a good, clean,
crisp, clear, overall photo of the fully assembled
Q.E.D. as marked for the MacRobertson race. Does
anyone have such a photo?

of drawings to satisfy myself about the physical
configuration(s) of the airplane.
I know of only one model kit of the Q.E.D.; it is of
resin in 1/72nd scale from Gabor Szabo’s Plastic
Passion company in Hungary (see Editorial). It
costs $50.00 (£29.50/€37.23) plus shipping.

As the Q.E.D. was an obscure, unsuccessful, oneoff racer the chances of another manufacturer
releasing a kit of it are rare. That’s a pity because
it is a handsome airplane with a place in the
aviation history of the USA, the UK and Mexico.
If anyone knows of another kit I would appreciate
learning of it. I would also appreciate constructive
feedback and comments on this article.
I believe the above sets out an accurate description
of the physical configurations, colors and markings
of the plane. Other details missed in the extant
drawings are the two steps/handholds on the left
side of the fuselage and, what I interpret to be, two
flare tubes and a drift observation window in the
belly under the rear cockpit. I believe the hoods
over the two cockpits opened as follows: The front
and rear pyralin hoods latched to the top of the two
flap-doors in the left of the fuselage. Both hoods,
when unlatched, slid up and over the crown and
down into pockets in the right side of the fuselage
as shown in my sketch. The small longitudinal
frames in the hood were added and removed, it
seems, at random or reason I cannot deduce. A note
on the sketch addresses these frames.

References:
1. Aircraft of Air Racing’s Golden Age, Vol. I:
R.S. & R.N. Hirsch, self-published, 2005, USA,
ISBN 0-9761960-1-8.
2. Model Aircraft magazine, August 1957: article,
The Gee Bee Story, Peter Lewis, UK.
3. Wings magazine, Vol. 7, No. 4 of August 1977:
article, Sky Conqueror, John T. Chapin.
4. The Gee Bee Racers: C. A. Mendenhall & T.
Murphy, Specialty Press, 1994, USA, ISBN 0933424-05-1.
5. Aviation Heritage – the Journal of the Aviation
Historical Society of Australia, Vol. 24, Nos. 1 & 2,
1985: double issue feature, The Centenary Air
Race.
6. The Golden Age of Air Racing, pre 1940: S.H.
Schmid & T.C. Weaver, EAA/Motorbooks
International, 1991, USA.
7. Racing Planes and Air Races, A Complete
History, Vol. 3, series I: Reed Kinert, Aero
Publishers, 1969, USA, Library of Congress Card
Catalog #67-16455.

I currently have five sets of drawings of the Q.E.D.:
C.A. Mendenhall (2), Peter Lewis (1), Bjorn
Karlstrom (1) and R.S. Hirsch (1); they are all a bit
different and laden with errors so determining the
exact configuration of the airplane requires careful
examination of a lot of photos. I believe that Hirsch
is, unusually, the most accurate of the lot but still
has many errors. I may have to do an accurate set
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8. Skyways, the Journal of the Airplane 1920-1940,
No. 10: article, Q.E.D. and “Time Flies”, Richard
S. Allen, April 1989.
9. Skyways, the Journal of the Airplane 1920-1940,
No. 78: article, Q.E.D. the Last of the Great Gee
Bees, John Garrett, April 2006.
10. Airpower magazine, Vol. 8, No. 2 of March
1978: Built for Speed, Walter Boyne.
11. Wings magazine, Vol. 8, No. 2,of April 1978
Part 2 of Built for Speed, Walter Boyne.
12. Google and Google Images: most entries are
about the sorta-looks-like but is all wrong “Q.E.D.”
repro currently flying out of Olympia, Washington.
It is worthless for reference; everything about it is
deviant from the original.
NB I also consulted Thompson Trophy Racers:
Roger Huntington, Motorbooks international, 1989,
USA, ISBN 0-87938-365-8 and September
Champions: Robert Hull, Stackpole Books, 1979,
USA, ISBN 0-8117-1519-1 but they were of no
value in my search.
Can anyone add other worthwhile references to the
list? [Axel: Yes we can!]
Wings magazine, Vol. 7, No. 4, August 1977, Gee
Bee's Q.E.D the Sky Conqueror .
August 8, 2014
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the race win, whilst Martin Sonka earned his first
and well-deserved podium.

ROUND THE PYLONS

The result meant that Briton Nigel Lamb became
the Champion. Roll on 2015

RENO 2014

Well, after much speculation due to changes in
administration at RARA and uncertainty over prize
money the 2014 races did go ahead. (see issue 3 for
results) The entry lists were fairly similar to those
in 2013. The Sport Class was the only group that
was fully subscribed with a total of 35 entries. The
Unlimited class totalled 14, Formula Ones 13,
Biplanes 14, T-6’s 16 and 15 Jet Class participants.

Leaving Texas the circus moved on to Las Vegas.

Heading into this penultimate round with only one
point separating a three man title fight between Paul
Bonhomme, Hannes Arch and Nigel Lamb
surprises were always on the cards in Sin City. Few
expected that the deciding hand would be played by
the desert winds though.

Qualifying did not begin well when Sport Class
President Lee Behel crashed with fatal results on a
practice lap Monday afternoon flying his GP-5. The
cause of the crash was speculated to be a structural
failure of the right wing.
On Monday the Rod Lewis-owned Sea Fury “232”
that was to be flown by Hoots” Gibson lost its R3350 which put it out of the Unlimited Class races
for 2014. On a more positive note “Tiger” Destefani
ended speculation about the status of “Strega” when
the airplane arrived at Reno with Tiger at the
controls. Tiger confirmed that he did have a buyer
for “Strega” but the deal had not yet closed because
he had not yet received payment. Tiger confirmed
that the new owner had every intention of keeping
the plane as a racer and that Tiger would be
involved in the operation and maintenance of the
airplane.
Thom Richard in “Precious Metal” was a nonqualifier, but the thin entrant list meant he would be
permitted to race in the Unlimited Gold Final.
However, they only lasted one lap as did Stewart
Dawson in “Rare Bear”. Sherman Smoot quickly
settled the Yak 11 into second place. Steven duly
crossed the finish line in 1st place with the Yak in
second.

With the increasingly strong gusts a contributing
factor in the terrible runs suffered by both
Bonhomme and Arch – which would have seen
them fail to make it through to the Super 8 round –
conditions reached their worst just as fastest
qualifier McLeod was about to commence his first
run, blowing one of the track-marker pylons down
and forcing Race Control to instruct McLeod to
abort.
With more pylons collapsing the race committee
eventually took the decision to abandon racing and
revert to the qualifying session to get the final
result.
This left McLeod a historic winner with Nigel
Lamb in second s) ahead of Germany's young rising
star Matthias Dolderer third.
On To Spielberg in Austria. For the final round of
the Championship.
A stunning final had Austrian fans on the edge of
their seats, Nicolas Ivanoff kept a cool head to take
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1/48th scale kits

MODELLING THE DH 88 COMET
By John Ellis

Resitech - resin kit
PB Castings - resin
Aardvark - resin
Heritage Aviation - resin, same castings as
Aardvark, PB and Resitech.

Over the years there have been a number of kits
available in various scales in both plastic and resin.
It is not my intention to produce an article on the
history of the Comet nor provide a build article. I
have not even seen some of the kits I list nor know
if they are currently all available. I aim to give you
some idea of what has been produced with
comment on the kits I have seen or have in my
stash. The idea for this article came when I acquired
the cockpit interior from PlasticPassion and the
recent re-releases by Airfix of their 1/72 nd scale kit.

I did not buy this kit although I did want to but it
got a poor review and was expensive. See review
article by Keith Davidson in Bent Throttles issue
number 21.
1/72nd scale kits

The De Havilland 88 Comet is a pretty aircraft and
reasonably well known. G-ACSS Grosvenor House
is currently with the Shuttleworth Trust and Black
Magic, which was recovered from Portugal in a
poor condition is on rebuild at Derby. There is a
wealth of photographs of both aircraft on the
internetincluding plenty of information and I can
recommend the Shuttleworth Collection website
www.shuttleworth.org.

Whirlybirds
This company have released a number of comet
kits. Each kit contains the basic Airfix kit, a resin
cockpit interior, a vacform canopy and a set of
decals for around £15. Apart from the three usual
British Comets they have a kit of G-ACSS in
Burberry colours, Salazar’s Portugese example and
a sheet of French markings.
Whirlybirds also sell the canopy, resin cockpit
interior and the decals separately.

THE KITS
1/32nd scale kits

PlasticPassion
Resin cockpit interior and vacform canopy..
See review article.
Aerotech
A mixed media kit with the main parts in resin with
white metal and etched parts plus rubber tyres. Still
expensive at £141. See the build article by Ted
Taylor in Scale Aircraft Modeller magazine.

Frog/Novo
I remember building this when it first appeared in
my local model shop. Glued together and with
Airfix red paint slapped on over the glue marks and
uncleaned join lines it took pride of place on the
bookcase in my bedroom for a number of years.
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The kit suffers from a poor canopy and lack of
cockpit detail. It has raised panel lines which can be
easily sanded away, after all the thing is made of
wood with a high gloss paint finish so they would
not show in 72 nd scale anyway.. It has separate
control surfaces which, if memory serves, will
require a bit of work and you will need some filler
for some of the joints. In some respects I personally
think this is a really good alternative to the Airfix
kit. You will need a Whirlybirds or PlasticPassion
interior kit and new decals.

REFERENCES I am not listing the many
references to the aircraft or their history; just ones I
am aware of that have some reference to modelling
the Comet.
Airfix Model World – August 2011.
An article on the history of the aircraft and an
excellent build article of the Airfix kit which points
out the deficiencies. Essential reading.
Aviation News - May 2007
1/72nd scale drawings with profiles.

Airfix
Scale Aviation Modeller – July 2007
Article on building the Aerotech kit by Ted Taylor.
Bent Throttles – No.21, January 2002 - Review of
1/48th Heritage Aviation kit by Keith Davidson
Aeromodeller – October 1972 - Excellent set of
drawings.
Large Scale Planes – Internet site with review and
illustrations of the 1/32 nd scale Aerotech kit.
www.largescaleplanes.com

Hot on the heels of the re-released kit of Grosvenor
House, at the end of September Airfix re-released a
kit of “the Green un” G-ACSR.

Model Airplane International, Number 22, May
2007 Red Racer: Aerotech's stunning 1:32 D.H.88
Comet – Build out of the box report.

This is not a re-tooled version and while it is
generally accurate it suffers from a complete lack of
cockpit detail and a poor, overly thick canopy. It
still has the two pilots heads moulded to the
fuselage cockpit area unlike the Frog kit which does
have an opening and the pilots fit to pegs in the
fuselage, so some careful surgery will be required
before you start the build.

Scalemates – Internet site www.scalemates.com
lists all the models, books, reviews etc know. Their
list for the DH. 88 is incomplete.
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Model and photographs by Gabor Szabo
CONCLUSION
For a DH.88 in 1:72 nd scale I would go with one of the Airfix kits with a PlasticPassion
interior kit. Do try to get hold of the Airfix magazine.
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